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Details of Visit:

Author: bottom liner
Location 2: North Of Town Centre
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Mon 31 May 2010 11.00 am
Duration of Visit: 45 mins
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Intimate Massage
Website: http://www.intimatemassage.co.uk
Phone: 01234350036

The Premises:

Intimate - Been there once before - well appointed and well reported

The Lady:

Karina is a lovely Girl. Medium height and build, pretty and shapely, Mediterranean complexion,
dark shoulder-length hair. Good English. Intelligent and friendly, an engaging personality. Has
Adltwrk profile as Ornella.

The Story:

This was an unusual punt for me as, on not much more than a whim, I decided on A-levels, which
then accounted for the ?40 premium. Karina described it as the ultimate fantasy, and for a lot of
guys whose partners won?t countenance it, it probably is.

Started with quick dunk in the tub to scrub the bits and pits. Tender kisses and stroking and so to
bed. Straight into 69 which gave me a chance to rim as well. At the other end her oral was gentle
and sensual just as I like it. Moved to anal in reverse cowgirl which provides that grandstand view of
proceedings. Then switched to anal in doggy facing the mirror to give me better penetration, and
from there it was all the way to completion. All in all a brilliant session, starting gently, with lots of
KY and building gradually to the climax. I wouldn?t claim to be an expert, or even a huge fan, of this
activity, but to my mind this is how it should be done, so that it?s mutually enjoyable. Then perhaps
more women would be happy to give it a go and guys would become less obsessed with it.

Finished with a very pleasant chat. Karina is a bright and articulate young woman of approaching
thirty. I really enjoyed my time with her, which flew by, and can thoroughly recommend her to
others. I?m not often up this way, but would always make time to stop by Intimate, and would more
than happily see Karina again were she to be available.
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